RESOLUTION No. GA-BAC-PB-2018-034  
25 May 2018

"A RESOLUTION DECLARING THE SINGLE CALCULATED RESPONSIVE BIDDER and RECOMMENDING THE ISSUANCE OF NOTICE OF AWARD FOR THE PROCUREMENT OF PROPELLANT POWDER FOR 7.62MM AND 5.56MM MATCH AMMUNITION UNDER IB# GA-BAC-2018DP-06"

WHEREAS, the Invitation to Bid (IB) for the Procurement of 1,400kgs 7.62mm and 350kgs 5.56mm Propellant Powder for Match Ammunition for the Government Arsenal (GA) with a total Approved Budget for the Contract (ABC) amounting to PhP10,000,000.00 was published in the Manila Times on 11 April 2018 and posted in the PhilGEPS, the GA Website and in conspicuous places at the GA premises from 11 to 17 April 2018;

WHEREAS, prior to the bid opening, only Stronghand Incorporated secured bidding documents and joined the bidding;

WHEREAS, during the submission and opening of bids on 30 April 2018, Stronghand Incorporated submitted its eligibility & technical and financial proposals which were all rated "passed";

WHEREAS, shown below is the result of the opening of the financial proposal of the lone qualified bidder:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bidder</th>
<th>Bid as Read, PhP</th>
<th>Calculated Bid, PhP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stronghand Incorporated</td>
<td>9,940,000.00</td>
<td>9,940,000.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WHEREAS, from the above result the GA BAC – TWG I recommended to the GA BAC the declaration of Stronghand Incorporated as the Single Calculated Bidder (SCB) for the Procurement of Propellant Powder for 7.62mm and 5.56mm Match Ammunition in the amount of PhP9,940,000.00 and the conduct of its post-qualification;

WHEREAS, after verification of the documents and evaluation on the technical capability, the GA BAC – TWG I recommended Stronghand Incorporated as qualified to undertake the supply and delivery of 1,400kgs 7.62mm and 350kgs 5.56mm Propellant Powder for Match Ammunition;

NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, as it is hereby resolved, that the GA BAC approves and adopts the recommendation of the GA BAC TWG I to declare Stronghand Incorporated as the SINGLE CALCULATED RESPONSIVE BIDDER (SCRB) and recommends to the Director, GA the issuance of Notice of Award in its favor for the procurement of 1,400kgs 7.62mm and 350kgs 5.56mm Propellant Powder for Match Ammunition in the amount of PhP9,940,000.00 under IB Nr. GA-BAC-2018DP-06;
Signed this 25th day of May 2018 at Government Arsenal, DND, Camp General Antonio Luna, Laoao, Limay, Bataan.
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